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use this project 
to gauge 
Bozeman 

central park 
cost

m Trail infrastructure upgrades as a pilot system for
Bozeman central park & burying I-90, 7th, 19th & oak street

use the excavated dirt & backfill once a tunnel's built 

use the balloon formwork that
is an Australian technique that 

avoids car and kangaroo crashes

our city needs parking garages 
and I am offering a design I came up 
with, while earning my master's degree 
in architecture at la universita di 
roma, for free. this project will be a 
test run for implementing the 5 
parking garages I have proposed in my 
build Bozeman by Bozeman plan.

if this were to be passed and built, 
I would also recycle all the dirt 
needed to excavate for the parking 
garage, and throw it on top of a 500' 
new span of tunnel. 

balloon framework would be 
placed on the road over one night, 
and concrete would be poured on 
top to create a wildlife and 
pedestrian bridge over bridger 
canyon drive. 

this project would also work as 
a pilot and test run for my eventual 
plan of creating Bozeman central 
park and pedestrian pathway that 
would bury I-90.

https://uni-span.com.au/news/a-guide-to-tunnel-formwork/

subterranean parking garage with water lines

i

build Bozeman by 
Bozeman for bozeman
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brizzolara's free design

then the first garage 
downtown should be behind 

the post office

behind holy rosary

corner of babcock & church

also, not shown but proposed 
would be Walmart's parking lot
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the other Montana university town, Missoula has the advantage of a river running through the city, 
with a pedestrian bike path on both sides connecting all the major points and intersections of their city. 

This series of proposals builds off of the previous new subdivision and off West North Park, and this 
proposal will create the first phase of building a walking loop and bike path, as well as 2 centralized 
parks for over 360 total acres of new city parks. The idea is to create 3 parks and link them with a 
pedestrian walkway/bike paths connecting to each other, and it would be designed after the town of 
Lucca, Italy. The town of Lucca has a pedestrian road above their ancient brick walls that surround the 
city, and it allows access on and off at all the city’s major intersections.

GRADUALLY build Bozeman's new central Park
& create a pedestrian pathway & Walking circle

If balloon formwork were to be 
used to bury I - 90 from N 19th St. past 
7th Street,  then once backfilled, this 
pathway park would bridge over I - 90 
and connect all the other 
subdivisions together. This would also 
link to the new Bozeman Central 
Park. 

The seventh proposal is to, 
through eminent domain, buy the 38+ 
acres behind, and north east of, the 
Bridger Peaks Shopping Center, for 
what is proposed to be another new 
subdivision of single family homes only.

The area could provide 77 half-
acre lots at $50,000 to generate 
$3,850,000. If the lots were also 
financed by the city, it would 
generate around $5,467,000. Then, if 
these homes were to be financed by the 
city's revolving loan fund, and built 
at $163,333, the city could generate 
another $16,802,562 if offered 15 year, 5% 
mortgages/construction loans. 

With this expected 21 million+ 
dollar income, The idea would be to 
reinvest and build infrastructure 
similar to Lucca's and Missoula's 
walking paths and parks.

Missoula's core river trail

lucca, Italy's pedestrian park 
on top of their walls

there are Restaurants & 
bathroom facilities 
spread throughout
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https://i.pinimg.com/originals/57/05/26/570526ab4b03a
9fde1619380e2c3849d.jpg 

https://www.inthelooptravel.com/adventures/exploring-the-
historic-city-walls-of-lucca

https://bewitchedbyitaly.com/wp-content/uploads 
/elementor/thumbs/Walls-of-Lucca.jpg
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The 8th proposal would be to build a new 
neighborhood able to supply 40-203 lots behind 
Walmart, located as #8 on the southeastern 
white plot of land.

The 9th proposal is to then destroy 
Walmart’s parking lot, and build them a 
subterranean parking garage for customers to 
use, that will also prevent RVs from living in the 
new parking space.

The 10th proposal is to backfill over the 
parking garage and establish a second park 
above it, and above I - 90's intersection with 7th 
Street. If approved, over 8 acres of new, 
additional city parks would be built on top of 
the current, ugly highway lanes, and on top of 
7th Street.

The 11th proposal is to then destroy and 
bury Oak Street. It would only be the span 
between 7th and 19th, and the new section of 
Oak Street would be tunneled, with a pedestrian 
pathway and bike path on top, and it's earth 
would be reused for backfilling the parks.

The 12th proposal would be to completely 
bury 19th Street connecting it to the West North 
Park subdivision, as well as the Cat Tail Lake 
subdivision. Of course now it will also connect 
with the new Bozeman Central Park and its 
subdivision, as well as the new subdivision behind 
Walmart.

The past 11 proposals are now connecting 
via this massive new pedestrian, centralized park 
system that buries the town’s most busiest 
intersections, streets, and parking lots.

expand bozeman central park with a SECOND PARK
& A SIXTH SUBDIVISION behind walmart

If the city were able to sell these lots  behind Walmart at $50,000 EACH, it 
would generate about $2,000,000 - $10,150,000. If the plots were also financed by the 
city, it’d generate between 2.8 - 14.4 million dollars.

If the city financed the construction loans for these homes to be built, 
  at HomeAdvisor’s lowest average price of building a home estimate of
      $163,333, this which could generate an income on the land and on 
         the construction loans/ mortgages of:

     $653,332 - $6,631,319 for the 20% Down Payment
    +  $8,093,103 - $37,756,840 Total of 180 Payments     
    +  $2,840,000 - $14,413,000 on Land & Interest   

     $11,586,435 - $58,801,159 by Year 15 Total

ELECTRICAL LINES RUNNING 
PARALLEL WITH I - 90, and 

throughout the city 
will BE PLACED IN 
THE NEW TUNNEL 

AND HIDDEN  
from view.
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